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$H( \sigma_{1}, \sigma_{2}, \cdots, \sigma_{N})=H(\{\sigma\})=-J\sum_{i=1}^{N-1}\sigma_{i}\sigma_{l+1}$ (1)





















– $p(\overline{\sigma}_{j}, \sigma_{j+1}=\overline{\sigma}_{j+1})-$ ?
$p( \overline{\sigma}_{j}, \sigma_{j+1}=\overline{\sigma}_{j+1})=\frac{\langle\phi|T\cdots T\delta(\sigma_{j},.\overline{\sigma}_{j})T\delta(\sigma_{j+1},\overline{\sigma}_{j+1})T\cdots T|\phi\rangle}{\langle\phi|T\cdot\cdot T\delta(\sigma_{j},\overline{\sigma}_{j})T\cdots T|\phi)}$ (6)
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–$A( \alpha\sigma\beta)=\sum_{\{\sigma_{A}\}}’\exp(-\beta H_{A}(\{\sigma_{A}\}))$ (11)
( , CTM) $\sum’$



















$B$ $C$ $D$ $B(\nu\sigma\eta)$ $C(\eta\sigma\mu)$ $D(\mu\sigma\xi)$
( 2 )
$Z’= \sum A(\xi\sigma\nu)B(\nu\sigma\eta)C(\eta\sigma\mu)D(\mu\sigma\xi)$ (13)
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Fig. 3 $T$ ( ) $\langle_{L}$$L|_{\text{ }}$ ( ) $|R\rangle$
$\sigma$
4 2 $2m^{2}$ $\langle$ $L|$ $|R\rangle$ ( 3
)
$L( \eta\sigma\xi)=\sum_{\mu}C(\eta\sigma\mu)D(\mu\sigma\xi)$ , $R( \xi\sigma\eta)=\sum_{\nu}A(\xi\sigma\nu)B(\nu\sigma\eta)$ (14)




$\sigma$ $\overline{\sigma}(=\pm 1)$ (4), (5)
$p( \overline{\sigma})=\frac{\langle L|\delta(\overline{\sigma},\sigma)|R\rangle}{\langle L|R\rangle}=\frac{\sum_{\xi\eta}L(\eta\overline{\sigma}\xi)R(\xi\overline{\sigma}\eta)}{\sum_{\xi\sigma\eta}L(\eta\sigma\xi)R(\xi\sigma\eta)}$ (16)
$p(1)+p(-1)=1$ $[0,1)$ $x$






$Z=\langle L|TTT\ldots TTTT|R\rangle$ (17)
185
$T$ $N-1$ $T$
(column transfer matrix) (half-column
transfer matrix, HCTM) $T$ $P_{\text{ }}$ $S$ ( 4
) $i$ ( )
$T_{i}=S_{i}P_{i}$ (18)
$S_{i}$ $P_{i}$
$S_{1}=S(\xi_{i}\sigma_{i}\sigma_{i+1}\xi_{i+1})$ , $P_{i}=P(\eta_{i+1}\sigma_{i+1}\sigma_{i}\eta_{i})$ (19)








4 $\sigma_{N}$ $|R_{N}\rangle$ $T_{i}$





$R( \eta_{i}\sigma_{i}\xi_{i})=\sum_{\sigma_{:+1}\epsilon_{:+1}}S(\xi_{i}\sigma_{i}\sigma_{\dot{f}+1}\xi_{i+1})[\sum_{\eta_{:+1}}R(\xi_{i+1}\sigma_{i+1}\eta:+1)P(\eta:+1\sigma i+1\sigma:\eta_{i})]$ (21)
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Fig. 5 $L$ $R$
$|R_{1}\rangle$
$\sigma_{1}$ (15), (16)
$p( \overline{\sigma}_{1})=\frac{\langle L_{1}|\delta(\overline{\sigma}_{1},\sigma_{1})|R_{1}\rangle}{(L_{1}|R_{1}\rangle}$ (22)
$|R_{1}\rangle$ \langle $\langle$ $L_{1}|$ ( $\sigma_{1}$
) $\sigma_{1}$ $\sigma_{1}=\overline{\sigma}_{1}$








$\overline{\sigma}_{1}$ ( $L_{2}|$ (20) $|R_{2}\rangle$
$\sigma_{2}$
$p_{\overline{\sigma}_{1}}( \overline{\sigma}_{2})=\frac{\langle L_{2}|\delta(\overline{\sigma}_{2},\sigma_{2})|R_{2}\rangle}{\langle L_{2}|R_{2}\rangle}$ (24)
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Fig. 7. HCTM $S$
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